Greek Week at Jacksonville State University

By Stacy Goode

April 5 through April 9, fraternities and sororities gathered on the lawn of the newly constructed Paul Carpenter Village. Greek Week was observed recently at Jacksonville State University. Members of Greek fraternities and sororities brought Greeks together for a time of togetherness and sororities gathered on the lawn of the newly constructed Paul Carpenter Village.

The Greek Life Newspaper, All in a day’s work

By LES ROBERTS

The Parthenon is our voice to the University. The voice encourages support for each other to achieve new heights of accomplishment. Let’s reach out together.

The newspaper is a tool for building stability that is a trademark for the Greek System here at Jacksonville State University. That trademark should be upheld and preserved. By standing united, we can serve an even bigger purpose and strive at even larger goals.

Achieve beyond the limits. Unity will determine the success for the future. The university and the community laid the foundation. The Greeks must do the building. Twenty three organizations collaborated in this unity.

It is called The Parthenon. Now it is time to concentrate more on what we can give back rather than what we can receive. It is time to repay the loan from our founders by giving back to the Greek Society that which was so graciously endowed to us.

Greek life is the news!

By Shane Rehberg, Sig Ep.

This week was not only about having fun and friendly competition, it was also about education and helping others.

Included in the Greek Week agenda was a blood drive and a date rape seminar. Over 140 pints of blood were donated. ZTA and Sigma Phi Epsilon donated the most blood. Although the blood drive and date rape seminar were both Greek Week events, they were open for public participation. In fact, notices were sent to schools and news organizations welcoming them to the seminar.

There was a contest for Greek God and Greek Goddess to find the two people who most personified the meaning of the Greek System. That significance can be found in any dictionary. Research of the word only outlines his significance in the structure of a fraternity. The actual formation of unity and the ability to make it work requires belief in its value.

It was a belief in unity that made The Parthenon a reality. There is a clear message in these pages and it reads “alive and kicking.”

This publication stands for the meaning of the Greek System. That meaning concerns reaching out. The opportunity to reach out to potential future brothers/sisters to join our family is important to the Greek system. It will allow the university and the surrounding community to see that we can assist in spreading knowledge. The very foundation of the Greek system involved helping others.

By believing in ourselves, the tradition of our founding fathers can continue. It is also important that we support the leaders of today. By setting standards for today, we are making history for posterity. By reaching out to the community and local businesses, we can establish good rapport based on mutual goals. We can work harder for humanity.

The Parthenon is our voice to the University. The voice encourages support for each other to achieve new heights of accomplishment. Let’s reach out together.

The newspaper is a tool for building stability that is a trademark for the Greek System here at Jacksonville State University. That trademark should be upheld and preserved. By standing united, we can serve an even bigger purpose and strive at even larger goals.

Achieve beyond the limits. Unity will determine the success for the future. The university and the community laid the foundation. The Greeks must do the building. Twenty three organizations collaborated in this unity. It is called The Parthenon.

Now it is time to concentrate more on what we can give back rather than what we can receive. It is time to repay the loan from our founders by giving back to the Greek Society that which was so graciously endowed to us.

Greek life is the news!

By Shane Rehberg, Sig Ep.

This week was not only about having fun and friendly competition, it was also about education and helping others.

Included in the Greek Week agenda was a blood drive and a date rape seminar. Over 140 pints of blood were donated. ZTA and Sigma Phi Epsilon donated the most blood. Although the blood drive and date rape seminar were both Greek Week events, they were open for public participation. In fact, notices were sent to schools and news organizations welcoming them to the seminar.

There was a contest for Greek God and Greek Goddess to find the two people who most personified what it means to be Greek. There was at tie for Greek Goddess between Beth Bules, an Alpha Xi Delta, and Shelley Knox, a Delta Zeta. Greek God was won by Shane Rehberg, Sig Ep.

Elections were held for Most Valuable Person and most spirit and best Volleyball beat. In the sororities, Heather Dizon won MVP, ZTA won Most Spirit and Alpha Xi Delta won the volleyball tournament. In fraternity competition, Al Restrepo, A Kappa Sigma won MVP, Sigma Phi Epsilon won most spirit and Kappa Sigma won the Volleyball tournament.

According to Jaime Henderson of Delta Zeta, “Greek Week is always so much fun and it is competition, but everyone really enjoys it.”

The Greek Life Newspaper, All in a day’s work

By LES ROBERTS

The definition of unity can be found in any dictionary. Research of the word only outlines his significance in the structure of a fraternity. The actual formation of unity and the ability to make it work requires belief in its value.

It was a belief in unity that made The Parthenon a reality. There is a clear message in these pages and it reads “alive and kicking.”

This publication stands for the meaning of the Greek System. That meaning concerns reaching out. The opportunity to reach out to potential future brothers/sisters to join our family is important to the Greek system. It will allow the university and the surrounding community to see that we can assist in spreading knowledge. The very foundation of the Greek system involved helping others.

By believing in ourselves, the tradition of our founding fathers can continue. It is also important that we support the leaders of today. By setting standards for today, we are making history for posterity. By reaching out to the community and local businesses, we can establish good rapport based on mutual goals. We can work harder for humanity.

The Parthenon is our voice to the University. The voice encourages support for each other to achieve new heights of accomplishment. Let’s reach out together.

The newspaper is a tool for building stability that is a trademark for the Greek System here at Jacksonville State University. That trademark should be upheld and preserved. By standing united, we can serve an even bigger purpose and strive at even larger goals.

Achieve beyond the limits. Unity will determine the success for the future. The university and the community laid the foundation. The Greeks must do the building. Twenty three organizations collaborated in this unity.

It is called The Parthenon.

Now it is time to concentrate more on what we can give back rather than what we can receive. It is time to repay the loan from our founders by giving back to the Greek Society that which was so graciously endowed to us.

Greek life is the news!
We finally have a voice!!!

Russell Lee Taylor
Co-Editor/Parthenon

The idea of a Greek newspaper has been talked about quite a lot for the last few years. It has been brought up in every type of meeting you could possibly imagine. It appeared that the problem with the production of a Greek paper was that it would take a Greek wide effort to put a project of this magnitude together.

This Greek-wide effort came about this semester thanks to the efforts of Les Roberts, the President of Alpha Tau Omega. The media at large has focused its negative sights on the Greek system as a whole over the last few years.

The results of all of this negative publicity has been made evident by the drop in our numbers here at JSU.

Much of the negative publicity may have been deserved, but a lot of positive publicity is also deserved for every Greek organization’s dedication to public service and this community. One good thing the negative publicity has done to help the Greeks is make us take a long, hard look at ourselves and see what is wrong.

It’s time we returned to our roots and philosophy on which we were founded, and lead college men and women in the pursuit of academic enhancement.

We have strayed somewhat from what our founders passed down to us due to the decline of the Greek system as a whole over the last few years.

Returning to our true goal as an organization, positive changes will occur. The goal of the Parthenon and the Greek community is to encourage Greek unity.

Individually our voice means little, but collectively we will be heard.

We strive toward these goals with all of our efforts, because without unity this paper will never grow to be the great media vehicle it could be for us.

By Richard Bynum
Co-Editor/Parthenon

The original intent of this editorial was to be a detailed and concise rebuttal to the accusations made by a faculty member of JSU labeling the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity as the “date rape” fraternity on Campus.

Realizing that to do so would only create more turmoil, a different approach is warranted.

It is, however, my responsibility as Co-Editor of this publication and a member of the Fall 1997 pledge class of ATO to state the facts and defend the Fraternity and its members against this allegation. Each Fraternity plays a vital part in the structure of this University, and there is intense loyalty among each Chapter.

Here are the facts related to the incident. A pledge in the Fall of 1994 was accused of “date rape”.

After the Fraternity was informed of the accusations made against the pledge, he was relieved of his responsibilities as a pledge of ATO. The individual was never convicted of these charges.

Making such comments regarding the character of ATO members in a public forum is unfair to the men of this Fraternity.

The lives of ATO members, their reputations and future career plans can be affected by such negative stereotyping.

Respecting the guidance and opinions of university faculty is part of the training received by all members of a Fraternity. Equally as important is a reciprocated effort on the part of faculty members to not make derogatory comments based on vague facts.

In this incident, the facts speak for themselves. The accusations are untrue and unwarranted.

Music Review

Tab Benoit Review by Martain Sulia

About two years ago, going on sheer word of mouth, I decided to make the time to walk through the thousands of fellow listeners at city stages to hear this blues man. I had heard nothing but praise about Tab Benoit. As I approached, there he was sitting on stage, playing his guitar and screaming the words of “sweet home Chicago” into the mic. I was convinced. I had to stay and listen to the rest of the show.

The only thing that I didn’t care for was the fact that he could only play for the traditional 45 to 50 minutes city stages allow each band.

Born in Louisiana Benoit developed a love for blues music right from the first time he picked up a guitar at the age of ten.

With three studio albums under his belt Tab Benoit has established himself in the world of blues, caught often playing in Memphis and New Orleans.

It is not an uncommon site to see him accompanied on stage with the likes of blues legends such as B.B. King and other greats. His new live album titled Live: Swampwater Jam, released late last year on the independent label Justice Records, captures the talents of Benoit and the way the blues should be heard.

Unlike most live albums Live: Swampwater Jams contains all new material along with covers of some classic blues songs such as “garbage man” and “too many dirty dishes”. Currently on tour in support of his new live album Tab Benoit is definitely someone we will hear more about.
Introduction to Greek Life at JSU

PRESIDENT'S INTRO TO ATO:
Les Roberts is the President of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity at Jacksonville State University. Les has held several positions within the fraternity including IFC representative, social chairman, worthy sentinel and treasurer.

Les is originally from San Diego, California. He is majoring in commercial design and minoring in coaching.

HISTORY:
Alpha Tau Omega began as an idea in the mind of a young Civil War veteran named Otis Allan Glazebrook, who wanted peace.

His people were defeated, many of their cities burned, much of their countryside ravaged. Glazebrook, who had helped bury the dead of both sides, believed in a better future. He saw the bitterness and hatred that followed the silenced guns and knew that a true peace would come not from force of law, but rather from within the hearts of men who were willing to work to rekindle a spirit of brotherly love.

On September 11, 186, Glazebrook invited two close friends to his home and read them the Constitution he had written and invited them to sign up. It was the first fraternity founded after the Civil War, and the first sign of Greek life in the old Confederacy. Founded at Jacksonville State in 1969, the Eta Theta Chapter of Alpha Tau Omega is still a leader among Greek organizations.

RECENT EVENTS:
Members of ATO and Kappa Alpha Order recently worked together to build low income houses for Habitat for Humanity. Both organizations also conducted a canned food and clothes drive with proceeds being donated to the Christian Outreach Program.

ATO was also involved in constructing rooms for the Odessy of the Mind, which is a competition held recently on campus. ATO entertained senior citizens by sponsoring a Bingo game at the Wessex House recently in Jacksonville.

UPCOMING EVENTS:
ATO will host a fund raiser for the American Cancer Society in July. They will also host a March of Dimes fund raiser. In June, ATO will join forces with other school fraternities to host a blood drive for the American Red Cross.

PRESIDENT’S INTRO TO AKA:
The President of AKA is Adrian Henderson. She is the President of the Lambda Pi Chapter of AKA at JSU. Adrian is a senior from Birmingham majoring in Biology and is also a member of the NAACP.

She has also held the position of Treasurer in 1997. Alpha Kappa Alpha is the oldest Greek Letter organization established in America by black college women. This sorority was founded in 1908 at Howard University. Some efforts of AKA include scholarship, vocational and career guidance, health services, and advancement of human civil rights. Our colors are salmon pink and apple green. Our flower is the pink tea rose and our stone is the pearl.

UPCOMING EVENTS:
1. June 15-23rd annual PIMS youth summer camp
2. July 4-10-58th Biennial Boule National Convention in Chicago
3. July 11-21-The post Boule Tour in Italy

Please see GREEK, page 4
The sisters of AOPI after winning the sorority dance competition.

The color is cardinal, and the flower is the Jacquinotted Rose. The mascot is the endangered specie the Giant Panda, and is sponsored by our local schools, sorority at and has never regretted it. The emblem is Delta Epsilon. The 成员 are Delta Chi and a member of the Kappa Alpha Omega. It was the first sorority in New York. Alpha Omicron Pi was founded at JSU on March 24, 1990, and the Chapter name is Delta Epsilon.

RECENT EVENTS:
Alpha Omicron Pi was founded on January 2, 1897 at Bernard College of Columbia University in New York. Alpha Omicron Pi was founded at JSU on March 24, 1990, and the Chapter name is Delta Epsilon.

PRESIDENT'S INTRO TO ALPHA XI DELTA:
Jennifer Euce is the President of Alpha Xi Delta. Alpha Xi Delta was founded at Lombard College in Galesburg, Illinois on April 17, 1893. It was the first sorority at Jacksonville State University being established on March 7, 1968, making this their 30th anniversary. The colors are light blue, dark blue, and gold and the mascot is Betxi Bear.

Alpha Xi Delta is very proud of its philanthropy. They sponsor children through DHR and visit the Calhoun County Attention Home weekly. Fund-raisers are held each semester to raise money for different children’s organizations.

The sorority is proud to win the Chapter Life Excellence award presented by the Pan Hellenic council. The group also won the Order of Quill award, for chapter management, presented at the National Convention.

UPCOMING EVENTS:
Currently alumni tea, sisterhood retreat, Rose Cotillion formal, and Senior Ceremony are planned. Plans for the upcoming fall rush are also being made. If you would like to more about this organization please call me at 782-6157.

PRESIDENT'S INTRO TO DELTA CHI:
Michael Williams is the President of Delta Chi. He is 24 years old and a senior at Jacksonville State University. Michael began classes at Jacksonville State University in 1992. After a year in college he joined the United States Marine Corp Reserves. When he returned to Jacksonville State University he joined Delta Chi and has never regretted it. The fraternity moved into a new house at Paul Carpenter Village and Michael became house manager and the new member educator. In the spring of 1998 he was named the President of Delta Chi.

HISTORY:
The Delta Chi Fraternity was founded October 13, 1890 at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York. Originally founded as a law fraternity, Delta Chi became a social fraternity in 1921. From that time until the present, it has grown to an international organization with over 120 chapters worldwide. Delta Chi Alumni have achieved success in business, entertainment, government, and numerous other professions. Delta Chi’s are involved in Student Government Association, Inter-Fraternity Council. Order of Omega, University Cheerleaders, the Orientation Team, numerous professional organizations, and various honor societies. The Delta Chi Fraternity strives to inspire an idea of excellence in all of its members.

UPCOMING EVENTS:
Delta Chi looks forward to fall rush.

PRESIDENT'S INTRO TO DELTA SIGMA THETA:
Shandice Potts is the President of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. of the Kappa Beta Chapter at Jacksonville State University. She is a member of the Black Educational Support Team and a member of STARS (Students together are reaching success). She was a peer advisor and very active in the community.

Please see GREEK, page 5

**Greek Works**

505-D Pelham Rd. S.
Jacksonville, Alabama 36265
(205) 435-3041

- Embroidery
- Screen Printing
- Cheerleading Uniforms
HISTORY:
Delta Sigma Theta was founded in 1913 in Howard University. The founders envisioned an organization of college women who believed in series and strong community endeavors. Through its programs and activities, Delta Sigma Theta demonstrated its vital concern for social welfare, academic excellence and cultural enrichment. There are over 200,000 member and 890 plus chapters from the United States to West Africa today.

RECENT EVENTS:
Delta Sigma Theta volunteered at the Ammonite Middle School to help children. They also assisted with the Habitat For Humanity project recently. The group also sponsored one child with Children International for the project recently. The group also assisted at the Anniston Middle School to attract support for the Muscular Dystrophy Association, which is KA's national philanthropy. The KA's are also planning a golf tournament some time in May at Stoney Brook golf course in Jacksonville. Details will be forthcoming.

PRESIDENT'S INTRO TO DELTA ZETA
Jennifer Renee Newton is the new Delta Zeta president at Jacksonville State University. Renee is from Leeds, Alabama and is in her third year at JSU. She is working on a pre-business major. She has previously held offices of academic chairman and activities chairman of Delta Zeta. Sh. has also participated in many extracurricular activities such as the Fastbreakers dance line for two years. She is full of ideas for Delta Zeta and JSU.

HISTORY:
Delta Zeta was founded in Oxford, Ohio at Miami University on October 24, 1902. The Lambda Gamma chapter was founded in Jacksonville in March of 1977.

RECENT EVENTS:
Delta Zeta has taken on many fund-raisers and projects for their philanthropy supporting the speech and hearing impaired and recently sponsored a golf tournament in which the proceeds were donated to the organization. Delta Zeta had a mother/daughter retreat and a father/daughter retreat. Both were successful events and presented a positive view of Greek life. Delta Zeta would like to congratulate all of their new marching ballerinas.

PRESIDENT'S INTRO TO KAPPA ALPHA:
Thomas Patrick Murphy came to Jacksonville State in 1994 to play baseball for the Gamecocks. Instead of playing ball, Patrick became a part of the Kappa Alpha Order at the end of that year. Patrick grew up in Atlanta, Georgia where he developed an early interest in the teachings of Robert E. Lee and the confederate war. Patrick is a business management major and was secretary before he was elected president.

HISTORY:
In the summer of 1865, Washington College in Lexington, Virginia voted unanimously to offer the college presidency to Lee. Among the students at Washington College were James Ward Wood, William Nelson Scott, St. ho pe McClelland Scott, and William Archibald Walsh-all attracted by the presence of Lee. There the four united to found the Kappa Alpha Order in 1865. Kappa Alpha Order is a contemporary order of knighthood.

RECENT EVENTS:
The Kappa Alpha Order recently participated in the Habitat for Humanity project. Working with Alpha Tau Omega fraternity, the KA's worked to construct a house for a couple in need of a place to live. Other projects in the last few months have included time well spent with kids from the Coosa Valley Detention Center. A bowl-a-thon was held to attract support for the Muscular Dystrophy Association, which is KA's national philanthropy. The KA's are also planning a golf tournament some time in May at Stoney Brook golf course in Jacksonville. Details will be forthcoming.

PRESIDENT'S INTRO TO KAPPA ALPHA PSI:
The President of the Eta Mu chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc. is Kevin J. Hoult. Kevin is a native of Hartselle, AL, and a graduate of Hartselle High class of 1991. He is also a recent graduate of JSU, earning a B.S. in psychology and is presently working on his masters in counseling.

HISTORY:
In January, 1911 a 20 year old student led a group of 10 black college students to form a fraternity at Indiana University. They could not use most of the school’s facilities, residence halls, or dining rooms. But limited only by their imagination, they persevered, forming a bond that would expand, flourish and produce.

The Eta Mu chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Incorporated is an imperious chapter that was founded at JSU May 5, 1974.

RECENT EVENTS:
The fraternity also has been involved in several community outreach projects including a Kappa’s Kummunity Klothing drive, and the Anniston High School Kappa League, which seeks to inspire young men of the community to strive for excellence. They invite all fellow Greeks to participate.
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PRESIDENT’S INTRO TO KAPPA SIGMA:
Steve Hunt says that becoming involved with the Greek system here at JSU was the greatest decision he ever made. Steve chose Kappa Sigma in the fall of 1994, and was initiated the following January. Being a member of Kappa Sigma helped him get elected to the SGA and get totally involved with the University.

HISTORY:
The Kappa Sigma Fraternity evolved from an ancient European student society in Bologna, Italy during the 1869. Kappa Sigma here at JSU was the largest fraternities, the fraternity also stresses academics by presenting more than $70,000 in scholarship and leadership awards to undergraduate in the U.S. and Canada.

The fraternity also has a $26,000,000 insurance policy for its undergraduate chapters, along with a nationally recognized alcohol and substance abuse program.

PRESIDENT’S INTRO TO PHI BETA SIGMA:

These principles are exhibited in the fraternity motto, “Culture for Service and Service for Humanity.”

As one of the eight predominately Black Greek Lettered organizations, Phi Beta Sigma has a membership for over 105,000 with 650 chapters throughout the continental United States, Switzerland, Europe, the Caribbean Islands and Africa.

EVENTS:

Phi Beta Sigma’s three National Programs are Social Action, Education, and Bigger and Better Business. In order to implement these and other programs, the Fraternity works with organizations such as:

- The National Pan-Hellenic Council, the NAACP, the National Urban League, March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation, National Boy’s Club of America.
- Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity is an organization that is concerned and involved in meeting the needs of the community.

HISTORY:

Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc., an international organization for college and professional men, was founded in 1914 at Howard University and has as its principles, Brotherhood, Scholarship and Service.

Greek unity continues during spring break in Panama City Beach, Fla.

Bobby Kelly from Tuscaloosa who is the President of Phi Beta Sigma graduated from Central High School in 1992 and entered military training at Fort McClellan. Bobby is a senior at Jacksonville State University majoring in social work.

Upcoming Event:
Four members of the sorority will be participating in the Boy Scouts of America Golf Tournament. Several members will be attending the Phi Mu convention in July in Palm Springs.
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GATERZ

• LIVE ENTERTAINMENT ALL YEAR
• NEW HOURS FOR THE SUMMER
• DRINK SPECIALS EVERY NIGHT
• VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENTS
• ONLY ABC LIQUOR LICENSE IN THE CITY LIMITS
• PIZZA AND BEER FOR FIVE DOLLARS

435-8005

Located next to Subway
Month Unlimited Visits
$30.00

With this Ad

435-1770

PRESIDENT’S INTRO TO PI KAPPA PHI:
Jason Kelly is the President of Pi Kappa Phi. He is from Marietta, Georgia and a 1994 graduate of North Cobb High School.
He is majoring in Physical Education.

HISTORY:
Pi Kappa Phi originated at the College of Charleston on December 10, 1904 with the Alpha Chapter.
Simon Fogarty Jr., L. Harry Mixon, and Andrew Alexander Kroeg Jr. were the main three founders in Charleston.
Delta Epsilon Chapter started at Jacksonville State University on May 13, 1972. Clyde McSpadden was the first initiate of Delta Epsilon.

RECENT EVENTS:
After serving a two year leave of absence, Pi Kappa Phi started the fall started off with a minimal number of members, and after the first semester, membership increased by over one hundred percent. In Intramurals we finished second overall in fraternity sports.

GOALS:
The fraternity’s expected goal in the fall of ’98 is to have 35 plus members, so they can start re-chartering and the building of a new house.
They would like to thank the fraternities and sororities for their support and motivation.
The fraternity would like to say a special thanks to Dr. John Hammett and Mr. Clyde McSpadden for making this all possible.

PRESIDENT'S INTRO TO SIGMA PHI:
Joe Harbeson is the President of the Alabama Theta Chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
He has been enrolled at Jacksonville State University since the fall of 1995 and has been a brother of Sigma Phi Epsilon since 1996.
He has held several positions including Academic Chairman, Vice President of Programming and has been active on the goal setting council for 1996-1998.
He is currently a senior majoring in Law Enforcement with a minor in Political Science.
Upon graduation, he plans to pursue a career in politics within the State of Alabama.

HISTORY:
Sigma Phi Epsilon was founded at Richmond College at Richmond, VA on November 1, 1901.
Since that time, JSU’s chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon, Alabama Theta, was chartered on April 14, 1990.
The Alabama Theta chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon provides positive programs developed to mold new members into positive role models for society.
By providing a productive atmosphere for its brothers, Sigma Phi Epsilon fully educates its members into successful college men by upholding its principles of virtue, diligence and brotherly love.

PRESIDENT'S INTRO TO SIGMA GAMA RHO:
Lacheresa Greene is the President of Sigma Gamma Rho.

HISTORY:
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc. was organized by seven young women on the campus of Butler University, Indianapolis, Indiana on November 12, 1922.
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority is a nonprofit collegiate organization with focus on community service.
Its purpose is expressed in its slogan “Greater Service, Greater Progress.”
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc. gives leadership, service and resources toward removing barriers and inequalities so that all people may develop their potential and exercise full citizenship.
Activities are encouraged that will encourage the positive thinking concerning the dignity and worth of the individual members.
They are committed to working to improve the quality of their lives and the society they serve.

UPCOMING EVENTS:
Develop program to ensure equal opportunity for its minority to channel the dynamic energies of its young people into creative outlets.
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President's Intro to Sigma Nu

Eric Bourne is the President of Sigma Nu.

History:
Sigma Nu has had a proud history, since its founding at the Virginia Military Institute in 1869. Along with Sigma Nu, Alpha Tau Omega, and Kappa Alpha Order were founded in Lexington, Virginia. Together they have formed what is now known as the Lexington Triad. Sigma Nu was founded against hazarding and proudly stands on three powerful principles which are Love, Truth, and Honor. Over the years, Sigma Nu has produced many well-known and respected leaders. A few of these individuals include: Senator Trent Lott, Senate majority leader, Harrison Ford- movie actor, Paul "Bear" Bryant, Pat Riley- hall of Fame coaches, and Charles Schwab- founder of the Charles Schwab investment firm.

Recent Events:
Sigma Nu has had a proud history. TKE was trying to be one of the top fraternities in the nation. TKE has built a solid foundation of more than 200,000 brothers: a number that is steadily growing each year. TKE has the support of under privileged children. On a national level, Tau Kappa Epsilon has built a strong organization for women on this campus. Zeta’s strong sisterhood has aided in their ability to meet quota and remain at total year after year.

Zeta Psi: Erin Henley is currently serving as president of Zeta Psi chapter of Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority. She pledged Zeta in 1995 and has held many positions in ZTA including 1st Vice President in 1997 and activities chairman. She is an elementary education major and currently a junior planning to graduate in Spring 1999.

Read A Few Less Books This Year

Frankly, school's tough enough without adding to the load. Which is why the campus meal plan makes so much sense. We do all the work. And you get to enjoy great tasting, wholesome meals prepared fresh daily. There are a number of flexible meal plans to choose from, designed for off campus as well as resident students. So sign up soon. Because it’s silly to do any more homework than you have to...Stop by the food service office in Hopper Dining Hall to purchase your campus meal plan. We have a meal plan designed just for you!

The Campus Meal Plan

Traditional Meal Plan Choices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meals per week</th>
<th>0 flex</th>
<th>75 flex</th>
<th>100 flex</th>
<th>125 flex</th>
<th>150 flex</th>
<th>175 flex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 meals</td>
<td>$800</td>
<td>$750</td>
<td>$700</td>
<td>$650</td>
<td>$600</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 meals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 meals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 meals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 meals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 meals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prices listed are per semester with tax included.
For more information about the plans call Marriott Dining Services at 205/782-7242

MCRIB

McDonald's of Jacksonville & Piedmont

It's lean...it's tender...it's like a barbecue pork sandwich without the bones. MCRIB— a boneless pork sandwich simmered to perfection in our own sassy hickory-style BBQ sauce. Served on a freshly baked homestyle roll garnished with pickles and onions. MCRIB - For a limited time only!
JSU tabs Turgeon for men’s basketball post

NBA assistant hopes to take Gamecocks to a higher level

By MIKE GALLOWAY
Sports Information Director

Jacksonville State University has stepped into the National Basketball Association ranks to hire a coach for its men’s program.

Mark Turgeon, 33, currently an assistant coach to Larry Brown with the Philadelphia 76ers, is the man Gamecock Athletic Director Joe Davidson tabbed to replace Bill Jones as JSU’s new coach.

Jones retired at the end of the 1997-98 season.

“We’re extremely excited about the addition of Mark Turgeon to our staff,” said Davidson in making the announcement.

“With his valid background, he brings a new dimension to our men’s basketball program. We’re confident in Mark’s ability to help us compete in the Trans America Athletic Conference on a yearly basis.

Turgeon brings an impressive array of playing and coaching experience to the table.

A four-year letterman at Kansas, where he played for Brown, Turgeon was the Jayhawks’ team captain in both 1986 and ’87 and was named to the Big Eight All-Freshman team in 1984.

He was a member of four Kansas teams that consecutively appeared in the NCAA Tournament, including the 1986 squad that advanced to the Final Four.

He began his coaching career as an assistant to Brown at Kansas in 1987-88, the same year the Jayhawks captured the National Championship.

Please see COACH, page 10
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He coached with current Kansas coach Roy Williams for four years and helped lead the team to a 130-41 record during that span, including a second-place finish in the ’91 national championship.

In addition, two KU teams won Big Eight Conference championships and one Big Eight Tournament crown.

In 1992, Turgeon went to work as an assistant to Jerry Green (now the head coach at Tennessee) at Oregon.

During his five-year stint, Oregon went to the NCAA Tournament for the first time in 34 years, posted its third consecutive winning season for the first time in 20 years, and was invited to the National Invitational Tournament.

He rejoined Brown in April of 1997 as an assistant with the 76ers.

Turgeon received a B.S. in Personnel Administration from Kansas in 1987.

Football is ATO...the rest are just details

By LES ROBERTS

The past 4 years should read 4 and 0 for Alpha Tau Omega fraternity football.

The ATO football team has won the IM championships for a fourth straight year.

Alpha Tau Omega and Delta Chi fraternity went head-to-head for four quarters, in a defensive struggle down-to-the-wire championship game. It all ended when Bryan Neace intercepted a deflected pass and waltzed into the end zone.

Both teams are noted for their explosive offenses. However, that was not the case in this game. It was DEFENSE that won the championship.

In the closing minutes of regulation play, AX was driving from deep in their own territory. AX was passing the football, when leading defense rusher, Christian LeBlanc reached up to deflect the pass and middle linebacker Bryan Neace became the recipient of the football.

“I saw the quarterback just drop back and I followed his motion and just got my hand up,” said LeBlanc.

The game ended 6-0 ATO.

Alpha Tau Omega won the championship for 3 previous years with the traditional football rivalry with Kappa Alpha Order.

The two met in 1994 and 1995 seasons and met once again in the 1996 season championships.

ATO went on to defeat KA. The key to that game was a big touchdown pass by the offense to seal the victory.

“The football rivalry is a good competitive rivalry...friendly, but competitive,” says LeBlanc of the ATO/KA football rivalry.

All fraternities are competitive in sports, that is one of the common bonds that is shared between fraternity men.

The 1998 IM football season is coming soon and Alpha Tau Omega will be working to keep their unblemished championship record.

The Lady Camels will advance to the NCAA Regional, and hope to repeat last year’s performance and advance to the NCAA Championships.

Jacksonville State finished in a tie for fourth with the College of Charleston, JSU improved from last year’s eighth place finish.

Campbell’s Mara Larrauri won the individual medalist honors in a sudden-death playoff. Vicki Tutt of Georgia State, Line Berg of Central Florida, and Maria Combes of Campbell earned All-Tournament honors.

JSU’s fourth place finish is their best in the TAAC Tournament in their three-year history.

The Lady Gamecocks were paced by Vicki Hanks and Erin Elias, as both girls finished in the Top 20.

The Jax State men’s golf team plays in the TAAC Championship, hosted by Georgia State, May 20 and 21.

The Gamecocks are the defending conference champions.

The Gamecocks will be hard pressed by Georgia State, Campbell, Stetson, and Central Florida.

CECIL’S

“Home of the Big One”
Let’s move forward as rush preparation nears

By JOSH BEARDEN
I.F.C. Rush Chairman

It is that time of year again. Classes are over and summer vacation is about to begin. However, this is also a very vital time for all of our chapters.

It is rush preparation time. Over the last couple of years, our numbers throughout the university and the nation have steadily declined. What can we do about this? There is a communication problem.

Most students are not aware of the best work that we do in the Greek community.

More information needs to be provided concerning our community oriented efforts in order to silence our critics.

More effort is warranted in order to reach out to individuals and show our interest in their involvement.

Certainly, every system has a case of the “bad apples.”

Unfortunately, that is what society sees most of the time. All 22 chapters at Jacksonville State University have good chapters with leaders whose intentions of being recognized as a positive organization are a priority.

Food drives, blood drives, interaction with our youth and seminars on important issues are all part of fraternity life.

Over 80 percent of our S.G.A. officers, 50 percent of our S.G.A. Senate, and 50 percent of Peer Counselors have been Greek.

They are the leaders and the student voices for our school. Why aren't students aware? We have not told them. It's as simple as that. Our chapters need to provide more information on these services.

The Inter fraternity and Pan Hellenic Councils are forming Rush committees to hopefully do a better job of getting our positive side heard and seen.

Also, for the very first time, the Greek organizations have been given a mandatory orientation session for all incoming freshmen and parents.

This is a tremendous opportunity for our system to make some gains in our rush numbers.

Plans are being made to contact every incoming freshman and transfer student coming to J.S.U. Annual rush booklets will be passed out at orientation.

The purchase local newspaper ads for our system is also being considered. Pan Hellenic and the Inter fraternity Councils are doing this, but support is needed from each and every chapter to make it work. Recruitment must be a priority.

Good luck to every chapter in making this a tremendous rush year.

10 MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS INHIBITING RECRUITMENT RESULTS:
1. Potential members know what a fraternity is.
2. Only freshmen are interested in joining a fraternity. Only freshmen will make good members.
3. Recruitment is expensive.
4. The prospective member will come to us.
5. Recruitment happens in a certain time, place and manner, usually for one week, once or twice a year.
6. Most prospective members want to join fraternities for parties.
7. Prospective members join fraternities with nice houses and good reputations.
8. Recruitment is a preliminary round.
9. Pledging is when we really see if a person will make a good member.
10. Recruitment is time-consuming.
Cooter Brown's
Cooters Rib Shack

8404 Alabama Highway 204
435-7771

Monday thru Thursday
11 A.M. - 10 P.M.

Friday thru Saturday
11 A.M. - 11 P.M.
Closed Sunday

Jefferson's
Wings - Oysters - Burgers

435-3456